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thehunter: call of the wild is a new action-adventure game where you take on the role of a
professional hunter, becoming the most deadly predator in the animal kingdom. step into the world
of thehunter: call of the wild, where you are a highly skilled hunter with a license to kill. set out on a
journey across the u.s. west coast to hunt down the fiercest of the fauna for sport and money. this
epic game offers the most authentic, thrilling, and immersive hunting experience ever created. in
addition to its rich single player experience, thehunter: call of the wild offers unique multiplayer
options cooperative and competitive for up to 8 players. share the ultimate hunting experience, and
earn those bragging rights! thehunter: call of the wild offers the most immersive hunting experience
ever created. step into a beautiful open world teeming with life, from majestic deer and awe-
inspiring bison down to the countless birds, critters and insects of the wilderness. thehunter: call of
the wild offers the most immersive hunting experience ever created. step into a beautiful open world
teeming with life, from majestic deer and awe-inspiring bison, down to the countless birds, critters
and insects of the wilderness. expansive worlds, a creative division within avalanche studios group,
today releasedthehunter: call of the wild - 2022 edition. a great entry point to the immersive world
ofthehunter: call of the wild, this bundle contains all the content from the base game, the two most
recent reserves (rancho del arroyo and te awaroa national park), and the bloodhound tracking dog.
players can purchasethehunter: call of the wild - 2022 editionnow on playstation 4 and xbox one for
$35.99 usd/35.99 eur (save 28%), and on steam for $29.99 usd/29.99 eur (save 25%).
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explore a vast open world. by foot or atv. explore 50 square miles of varied terrain, ranging from
wetlands and dense forests to lush valleys and open farm fields. the vast world of thehunter: call of

the wild is split up into separate and distinct hunting reserves, each one filled with surprises and
memorable moments. take on missions and challenges from the locals, or go off the beaten path.
discover lookouts, hunting towers and outposts. tired of walking between your hunts get the atv

saber 44 (optional paid dlc) and drive around! this capable vehicle will carry you across rough terrain
at breakneck speeds. exploring the open world has never been more fun. avalanche studios group is

a leading interactive entertainment company, offering a rich portfolio of games from avalanche
studios, expansive worlds, and systemic reaction, including the just cause franchise, rage 2,

thehunter: call of the wild and generation zero. avalanche studios group is committed to being a
truly inclusive and sustainable workplace that creates innovative games through the power of our
peoples' creativity. all of avalanche studios group games are developed using the proprietary apex
engine, enabling vast open worlds filled with immersive gameplay. the awesomeness of thehunter:
call of the wild is that there is so much to see and do. youll have to navigate through breathtaking

forests, rivers, and oceans. youll need to learn and master the unique weapons and equipment, from
tridents to rifles, guns, bows, and more. youll need to make decoy calls and learn how to lure

animals into your sights. youll need to find and navigate all of the various hidden paths, lairs, and
caves in the game to collect your trophies. theres a little bit of everything for you to learn in this

game, so you will be ready to put your skills to the test. 5ec8ef588b
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